
What is backflow?
Backflow is a reversal of the normal direction of flow caused 
by back siphoning and back pressure.  

Back siphoning occurs when the normal water pressure 
drops in the supply system. For example, when water pressure 
drops because of a water line break or shutdown, the water 
lines acts like a straw, sucking back in to the system.

Back pressure occurs in heating and pump systems when the 
water pressure downstream of the supply is higher and pushes 
back. Heating systems create pressure because hot water 
expands and pump systems create pressure to move water to 
higher elevations or for uses that require more pressure.

What do backflow devices do?
Backflow devices are an important tool for reducing the risk 
of contamination of the public drinking water system during 
a backflow or back pressure incident. They require installation 
and annual maintenance by qualified professionals. 

What is the cross connection 
control program?
In 2006, the Island Health Authority, under the Drinking 
Water Protection Act, mandated the CRD to design, 
implement and maintain a cross connection control program 
for any connections that could put the Greater Victoria 
drinking water supply at risk.

The CRD enacted Bylaw No. 3516, which allows staff to 
inspect and enforce cross connection control requirements 
in the BC Building Code and CSA Group standards. The 
program has become an integral part of the CRD multi-
barrier approach to protecting our region’s drinking water. 

The CRD maintains listing of all registered backflow 
devices connected to the Greater Victoria drinking water 
supply. Inspectors also conduct routine inspections of all 
commercial facilities through an audit process.

What is my role? 
If you are the owner/operator of a commercial facility, you have 
an obligation to take steps to protect the public and the public 
water supply by ensuring proper connections.

General premises, fire sprinkler systems, boiler systems, lawn 
irrigation systems

Food Sector dishwashers, glasswashers, ice machines, 
carbonators, washdown equipment, beverage dispensers, 
detergent dispensers, water cooling equipment

Medical dental vacuums, lab equiment, autoclaves, X-ray 
equiment, sterilizers

Industrial chemical mixing, water hauling, parts cleaners, 
flushing equipment, water cooling equiment

Agricultural irrigation systems, fertilizer mixing, private water-
wells, animal processing equiment, animal feeding equiment

Recreational swimming pools, glycol systems

As a business owner/operator, you are required to:

       Make sure your plumbing connections meet BC  
  Building Code and CSA Group Standards

       Install appropriate backflow preventers

       Test and register backflow assemblies according to  
  CRD Bylaw No. 3516
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• Permits are required for all installations
• Only certified plumbers should install 

backflow devices
• Test all backflow assemblies annually

Use the portal to assign testing and view the 
status of your devices.

Why is testing required?
Backflow assemblies are mechanical devices 
and are subject to failure from wear and 
tear, corrosion, freezing, water conditions 
and misuse. Annual testing ensures that the 
assemblies are operating as designed to 
prevent backflow of contaminated or polluted 
water into the drinking water system.

How much does it  
cost?
Business owners/operators should contact        
a licensed plumber or backflow tester to   
obtain pricing for their services. 

The cost of testing can vary between 
contractors and be impacted by the    
number of assemblies within your 
plumbing system.

Protect our Drinking Water 
Business owners and operators share this responsibility to protect our water supply 
by having the proper systems in place and maintaining them. 

Be Proactive, Be Registered.
Use the portal to register your backflow prevention devices, manage testing by a 
certified device testers and view the status of your devices electronically.

For more information visit www.crd.bc.ca/crossconnection or email ccc@crd.bc.ca

Capital Regional District 
Environmental Services
625 Fisgard Street, Victoria, BC  V8W 1R7
www.crd.bc.ca/crossconnection
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What are the installation and  
maintenance requirements? 

What are common backflow 
preventer and assembly devices?
As specified in CSA Group Standards, a backflow preventer 
is any device designed to guard against backflow in low-risk 
applications. These devices can’t be tested to ensure they are 
working:
• AVB: atmospheric vacuum  

      breaker
• HCVB: hose connection   

     vacuum breaker

• DuC: dual checks
• DCAP: dual checks with  

     atmospheric port

A backflow assembly is designed to prevent backflow in higher-
risk applications and requires testing and service:
• DCVA: double check   

   valve assembly
• PVB: pressure vacuum   

      breaker
• Air Gap:
 

• RPBA: reduced pressure  
   principle backflow  
   assembly

this is not an assembly but an acceptable design to 
prevent backflow; requires annual inspection   

 


